I. Introduction
Although the first observations of the process ee -ee + hadrons have only just now been reported 192 , the anticipation that definitive measurements of photon-photon cross sections c (YY -hadrons) will be possible has stimulated a great deal of theoretical interest. 3-5 Photon-photon physics is enormously interesting and fundamental: it allows the study of the structure and electromagnetic interactions of hadrons via a double electromagnetic probe. In principle, we can even independently ~~tunel~ the mass and polarization of both independent particles.
For the dominant part of the ee -ee + hadrons cross section, where both leptons scatter in the near forward direction, the equivalent photons are nearly on-shell and the hadronic aspects of their interactions are expected to dominate.
In this case we have the analogue of meson-meson colliding beams. In addition, however, there can be new interactions and effects specific to local two photon interactions.
Thus measurements of the total cross section u YY -had@ If a scattered lepton in ee -ee + hadron is detected at large angles then we can probe the y y -hadron amplitudes with one or both photons off the mass shell. Such measurements can provide critical tests of the scaling and short distance behavior predicted in the quark-parton and light-cone model.
A review of these tests, including deep inelastic scattering on a photon target, are reviewed in Walsh% contribution to this conference. 4
In this talk I will review the theoretical predictions for yy -hadrons for the case of (nearly) on-shell photons, and briefly discuss the off-shell behavior for some specific hadronic channels. A review of the applications of current algebra and soft pion theories to various exclusive yy cross sections is presented in Terazawa's contribution to this conference. 5
II. The Total Photon-Photon Annihilation Cross Section
Perhaps the most basic hadronic physics measurement accessible via the two photon process is the total yy annihilation cross section into hadrons. We will consider here a double-tagged measurement of ee -ee + hadron where max2 both leptons are measured in the forward direction, OI 2 << 1, and at least , one hadron is detected. Then, to a very high accuracy we can relate a(ee-ee +had) toa(yy -had) with nearly real photons using the 3, 6, 7 formula da ee -ee + had) = ds oyy -had(') f 2s where
is a phase-space factor obtained from integrating over the momentum w -w 1 2 of the yy -center of mass, s = 4~ w 12 is the square of the center of mass energy in the quasi-real y y-collision, so = 4E2, and N1 and N2 are the equivalent photon spectra obtained by integrating over the scattered lepton [Here cToT ee --, eehad is constructed by integrating over 4rnt < s < 4E2 and
From this table it is clear that the region ds < 1 GeV should be accessible to measurements with the present storage rings; for comparison, we note that the CEA measurement at 2.5 GeV of the ese--hadron cross section is 22 * 5 nb. Note that because of the various experimental cuts and biases on angle, minimum energy, etc., the two photon cross section could be constrained to be small background of the total hadronic sections measured at CEA. l2 I-6 N 400 MeV. Also, we can estimate using vector meson dominance (7 YY"PP z (e/2 yP)2 oPp -L pp -(1/2OO)2 1Omb N 0.1 pb, to get7
Further, using Low Is formula6 n we have for the narrow resonances ' : u ee + ee?r" N 1 nb (E 2 2 GeV) assuming Fro--9*2eV YY u ee -eeqO -lnb (E 2 2 GeV) assuming r 770" yy-1keV u ee -ee q"*(960) N lnb (E 2 3 ckv) assuming r o, -
The radiative width for the vE, is simply an estimate from broken SU(3) and may not be reliable. Again, this gives a contribution to the total cross section for ee -ee + hadrons of order 10 nb at E = 3 GeV.
Because of the consistency of the various estimates for c YY ,1think
that a hadronic physicist would be surprised if the measured cross section differed by more than 50% from the duality prediction. 
It is perhaps the simplest production reaction in all of hadron physics:
the hadronic interactions are all in the final state.
It is related by crossing to the Compton amplitude y + VT -y + 71. The value of yy -rr amplitudes are thus fixed below threshold at s = 0 by the Thomson limit.
We can finally study r+r-interactions in the absence of other hadrons Therefore the phase of T Y-Y" 7r7r is equal (modulo 7r ) to the phase of nn -7~7~. In fact, inelasticity is expected to be small up to the KE threshold.
We can study the C = 4 resonant states of nf-7rT-, non', K+K-, with Jp = 0+, 2+, . . . , I = o+, 2+. Linear photon polarization information from the correlation of electron planes can also be used as a check of the spin-parity of the resonances.
-lO-
The Compton amplitude is fundamental to the study of electromagnetic interactions and specific photon-photon physics such as J = 0 fixed pole behavior18, and scaling dependence of off-shell photons.
(7) Measurements of do/dt (y + y -r + n) at large s and t (fixed CM angle)
provide a critical test of parton model predictions for large angle, and scaling laws based on the degrees of freedom of quark field theory. 19,20
The kinematics of the process ee -ee r r and the extraction of the 3,7-9,13,21,22 yy -~~57 subprocess has been discussed in many places in the literature .
The general, exact, analysis of the C = + contribution including the contribution of all helicity amplitudes for both real and virtual photons has been given by The effects of meson form factors in the case where one lepton is detected at large angles are presented in an interesting study by Kessler et al. 25 The experiment of most direct immediate interest will be the measurement of YY -7rrs7r-for nearly-real photons. Detailed discussions appropriate to experiments where both leptons are tagged in the near-forward direction so that kl ' 2 kz"-0, the longitudinal currents may be ignored, and the C = -1 contributions suppressed,are discussed in Refs. 7 and 25. In these experiments the equivalent photon approximation is accurate to order S2max. The determination of polarization information-from the correlation of the electron scattering planes discussed by Brown and Lyth' and Cheng and Wu . In this type of experiment, the scattered lepton kinematics are completely determined, the production plane of the pion pair is constrained by momentum conservation, and a modified equivalent photon approximation is required.
Let us now turn to the physics of the yy -7r7r cross section. Of basic interest will be the extraction of x -7r phase shifts using the unitarity con- between the cross channel and direct resonance contributions to the s-waves.
In addition, the quark-parton and light-cone models also can give predictions on the spin and angular dependence of the y y -7r r asymptotic amplitude.
The angular dependence will reflect the angular and fixed pole behavior of the underlying y + y -q f 4 amplitudes. 18,40 Also, there is no -off-shell photon mass dependence for s -00, t/s fixed, q2 << s. On the other hand, for a virtual photon du/dt (y + y -7r n) -(q2)-3 f (w,) for s -00, at fixed wl = 1 -q2/s, t, k2 = qi small. 14,40
Figure Captions (b) Integrated cross section for ee -eenr at E =3 GeVas afunction of p, the magnitude of the pion momentum in the dipion CM frame.
The dashed line corresponds to large scattering length. 
